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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you very much for reviewing the paper. The suggested changes have made in the revised manuscript and highlighted in Red color. Point-by-point response to the reviewers’ comments is given below.

Reviewer reports:

Reviewer #2:

Comment:
Minor language corrections required

Response:
Few minor language corrections were done.
Reviewer #3:

Comment:
Table 4. Please use 1st, 2nd and 3rd to indicate the trimester of gestations.

Response:
As suggested, Table 4 has been revised.

Comment:
Table 5, please use separate column to indicate the harmful information was from human or animal data, instead of just highlight the context.

Response:
As suggested, Table 5 has been revised.

Comment:
Figure 1, how ineligible? Please state the reasons and number of the papers excluded in each reason.

Response:
As suggested, Figure 1 has been revised.
Comment:

Figure 2, please label different panels and provide figure legend in details. Please use % instead of exact numbers.

Response:

As suggested, Figure 2 has been revised.